Following an initial award for design works, Civil Engineering Division are pleased to announce that we have now secured an order to carry out the subsequent construction works for the RSPB at their Loch Leven Nature Reserve near Kinross in Scotland.

The works comprise of constructing a new pedestrian route underneath the adjacent public road to allow full access from their visitor centre and car park to their bird watching facilities beside the Loch side. The underpass will be constructed using pre-cast culvert units with cast insitu walls at each end. The footways will include earthworks support using Terramesh retaining walls. Initial activities will require relocation of various small buildings and facilities, and construction of a temporary footway to keep the public safely away from the construction activities. A temporary road will also be constructed to keep traffic moving while the culvert is installed.

Works commenced on the 30th April 2018 and the Contract will take 16 weeks to complete.